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Babel dynamic routing protocol
This application note will guide you through several Babel examples and its typical usage. Examples
are based on four RipEX2 units only – feel free to accommodate scenarios to your RipEX2 network.

The application note explains various Babel parameters, but it does not consist all of them. Check the
RipEX2 manual or help for further information. On the other hand, this application note can provide a
valuable insight into important details or more practical explanation than strict information from the
manual.
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Babel description
Babel is a dynamic routing protocol working on a link layer. Implementation in RipEX2 (and bird daemon)
uses UDP/IPv6 multicast packets on port 6696.

Babel is an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) and works within one autonomous system. Routers with
Babel enabled must be directly adjacent to each other (on the same link). The protocol can be configured
on multiple interfaces (ETH, radio, ...) of each RipEX2 unit and it seeks for connections on every one
of them.

Babel works on both, wired and wireless connections. In wireless networks, it uses efficient multicast
transmission, does not require all participants to “hear” each other and uses a finer link quality evaluation
instead of binary decision (good/bad).

Individual protocol instances within the network send and receive Hello packets which map intercon-
nections and their qualities. They also exchange routing update messages regularly.

The protocol tries to find the most convenient path according to the metric and not creating loops.
Bellman-Ford algorithm is being used. The metric is set on the interface and represents a price for
receiving packets. This is an abstract value and can be set to any value (e.g., it can be derived from
the particular link speed – Ethernet, LTE, Radio link, …). The lower the value, the more advantageous
the link/interface is. The maximum value of the metric is 65535 (infinity) and must be greater than 0.

Interface types:

• Wired – assumes a reliable link. The quality is evaluated according to the number of received Hello
packets. If more packets are lost than the configured limit, the line is considered down.

• Wireless – assumes a variable connection quality. A quality is therefore evaluated by a variant of
the ETX (Expected Transmission Count) metric. If Hello packets are lost, the price of the interface
gradually increases until the line is declared down.

Bird implementation of Babel does not support any security.

If the protocol is used in the Hot Standby (HS), keep in mind it is completely turned off in the passive
unit. Once the passive unit becomes the active one, it must first find out all the routes from the start
which may take a while (based on settings). Babel can use the virtual shared HS IP address.
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Selected Babel parameters

Common – Router offering

• Default: “On”

• It turns on/off propagation of routing rules obtained from its own neighbor. If it is turned off, the station
behaves as end terminal (Babel paths start and end here, they are not forwarded through).

Network – Interface

• You must manually set the interface name for each interface you want Babel to be active on. A list
of possible interfaces is explained in manual, or see below.

○ LAN – “if_” + interface name defined in GUI (e.g., “if_bridge”)

○ VLAN – “if_” + interface name defined in GUI + ‘.‘ dot and VLAN number (e.g., “if_bridge.29”)

○ Radio – “radio”

○ Hot Standby – “hstdby”

○ GRE L3 – “gre_tunX” where ‘X’ is the tunnel number, starting from zero

○ Cellular – “aux”

Network – Hello limit

• Used only for “Wired” interface.

• A limit of received Hello packets for which the link is considered down (from expected 16).

Network – Advertised next hop

• It is used if multiple IP addresses are set on one interface. Otherwise, use default 0.0.0.0.

• Select which IP address should be used as a “next-hop” IP for our neighbor routing tables.
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Brief introduction to examples
In general, Babel is easy to setup. Once you have your RipEX2 units configured by themselves (Radio,
ETH IP addresses, Radio protocols, SCADA setup, …), you just need to:

• Enable Babel and set its unique Router ID

• Choose RipEX2 interfaces on which Babel should operate

• Select Babel timing (speed of routes propagation, …)

• Local LANs to be propagated

If you only have two or three RipEX2 units, you can easily accommodate most of the examples as well.
You can configure just part of the example, the RipEX2 configuration is mainly the same.

Example 1 The first example depicts a network only with RF channel usage and shows “only” dy-
namically obtained direct (one radio hop) LAN routing.

Example 2 The second example changes the RF channel setup to simulate using two repeaters for
end-to-end communication. The network is not a mesh compared to the 1st example.

Example 3 A third example utilizes Ethernet connection as a quick backbone and radio channel
only as a backup option. Feel free to utilize just two RipEX2 units – primary connection
is via Ethernet; backup is via the radio channel.

Example 4 A fourth example changes the above Ethernet by LTE and GRE connection.

Example 5 This example shows a network combining Babel and OSPF. OSPF is configured in
RipEX_A and RipEX_D units, whereas Babel is configured in RipEX_A, B and C. These
two protocols are neighboring in one Autonomous System Border Router “ASBR”
(RipEX_A) which divides the whole network into two parts. Bandwidth optimized Babel
on the Radio segment and standardized, widely-used and fast OSPF on the Ethernet
segment.

Example 6 6th example extends the 5th one to show even more from OSPF and Babel combination.
There are two ASBR routers between Babel and OSPF network segments. By default,
the primary path should go over RipEX_A and a backup path is over RipEX_C. Dynamic
protocols exchange routing rules and preferences between each other.
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1. Mesh topology

Fig. 1.1: Example 1 – Mesh topology

1.1. Description

The first example shows how Babel can be used to propagate RipEX2’s LANs automatically instead
of static routes. The topology allows every device to directly see each other resulting in a situation that
all communication goes directly between two particular RipEX2 units. There is no dedicated repeater
or another technology such as LTE or Fibre optics.
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1.2. RipEX_A configuration

Start with unit’s Name and Mode. Go to the SETTINGS – Device – Unit menu. Select the “Router”
mode, because it is not possible to configure dynamic routing protocols in the Bridge mode. Set the
name to “RipEX_A”.

Fig. 1.2: RipEX_A – Mode and name
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You can also set a correct time in the unit, either via a working NTP server or just manually update it
by the time in your browser (“Update in device” button and a check-box “Use browser time”). This is
useful in general and mainly for debugging purposes (Statistics, monitoring, …). It is not required by
Babel protocol.

Fig. 1.3: RipEX_A – Time

Configure a correct Ethernet IP address 192.168.1.1/24 (bridged on all ETH ports).

Fig. 1.4: RipEX_A – Ethernet IP address
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Go to the Radio submenu and configure the Radio interface. You can accommodate most of the
parameters to suit your needs, but be consistent throughout this application note and all its examples.

Fig. 1.5: RipEX_A – Radio interface settings

Settings:

Radio protocol Flexible

IP / Mask 10.10.10.1/24

Radio protocol Flexible

ACK On

Retries 3

TX/RX frequencies 415.500.000 MHz

Antenna configuration Single (Tx/Rx)

RF power PEP 20 dBm (testing on the desk, lowest power)

Channel spacing and OBW 25 kHz

Modulation and its type QAM, 16DEQAM

FEC Off

Note

Using the Flexible Radio protocol via a simplex channel (half-duplex operation) might result
in a FULLMESH organized network. When BDPRadio protocol is set, using the Babel dynamic
routing results in a self-configuring network with a STAR topology. There is no Encryption set,
neither any Individual link options within these examples.
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The most important menu is SETTINGS – Routing – Babel. Activate the protocol and set the Router
ID to unique 1.1.1.1 and enable Routing offering so that it forwards received routes to other neighbor.

Fig. 1.6: RipEX_A – Babel common settings

Go to the Network panel and create a new Wireless network.

Fig. 1.7: RipEX_A – Babel Network settings

Interface must be “radio” (interface name) and its type “Wireless” (it is a radio channel). Change the
Rx cost from default 128 to 100.

Increase the Hello interval to 30 seconds. This is important so that Babel does not send too many
overhead packets on the radio channel. Decision on this (and other) parameters is always a “tradeoff”.
Lower the interval, quicker protocol operations such as topology changes detection or complete routing
propagation, but in a cost of higher Radio channel utilization.

Keep in mind that if you run low FSK or even low QAM modulation, the primary goal is still correct
SCADA operation and not overhead data.
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Another parameter to be set is Update interval multiplier and is set to default 4. This number multiplies
the Hello interval (in our example it is 4×30 seconds = 2 minutes). Router updates packets are sent in
~ 2 minutes intervals.

This setup, the same in all 4 RipEX2 units, results in approximately 1 Babel packet per 10 second, i.e.,
100 bps. The topology change can be detected and spread across a network within quite a long interval,
ranging from 30 seconds to several minutes. Optimize these values to suit your topology, used modu-
lation type and SCADA traffic.

Go to another panel “Static rules” and configure advertised network 192.168.1.0/24 with default metric
equal to 0.

Fig. 1.8: RipEX_A – Static rules settings

Go to another panel “Import filter” and create a new rule. The only non-default parameter we need to
set is “Local preferred source address” (LPSA) – set it to 192.168.1.1 (Ethernet IP of RipEX_A). This
is a preferred source IP address for locally generated packets.

Fig. 1.9: RipEX_A – Import filter settings

We do not configure anything in the “Export filter” panel.

The configuration is complete. Go to the “Changes” menu (upper right corner button) and save the
changes.
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1.3. RipEX_B, RipEX_C and RipEX_D configuration

Other units share most of the settings we configured in RipEX_A. We just highlight the differences
compared to RipEX_A setup.

RipEX_B

Unit name RipEX_B

Ethernet IP 192.168.2.1/24

Radio IP 10.10.10.2

Babel routing

Router ID 2.2.2.2

Static rules 192.168.2.0/24

Import filter LPSA 192.168.2.1

RipEX_C

Unit name RipEX_C

Ethernet IP 192.168.3.1/24

Radio IP 10.10.10.3

Babel routing

Router ID 3.3.3.3

Static rules 192.168.3.0/24

Import filter LPSA 192.168.3.1

RipEX_D

Unit name RipEX_D

Ethernet IP 192.168.4.1/24

Radio IP 10.10.10.4

Babel routing

Router ID 4.4.4.4

Static rules 192.168.4.0/24

Import filter LPSA 192.168.4.1
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1.4. Diagnostics and Testing

Once configured, you can wait until the network converges to the correct routing, or you can also reboot
all the units so the protocol starts from scratch.

1.4.1. Routing

Go to the DIAGNOSTICS – Routing menu and check the Babel panel. Let’s go through individual tables.

Fig. 1.10: Babel diagnostics – Interfaces

In the 1 st table, we can see all interfaces on which Babel is either configured or found. If the interface
is missing, but should be there, it probably failed while initialization (e.g., because of missing link IPv6
address).

State Interface state, either “up” or “down”

Rx cost It displays configured received cost (for other neighbor)

Nbrs Number of detected neighbors on particular interface

Time Number of seconds until next Babel Hello or Update transmission

Nexthop What “next-hop” address the router offers to neighbors (IPv4 and IPv6)

• Can be useful in case of configured 0.0.0.0 – to check if correct IP is really used

Fig. 1.11: Babel diagnostics – Neighbors

IP address Neighbor’s IPv6 link address

Interface Interface on which the neighbor was found

Metric Current metric for receiving from neighbor

Routes Number of routes received from neighbor
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Hellos Number of received Hello packets (from up to 16)

Expires [s] Time until reception of another expected Hello packet from neighbor

Fig. 1.12: Babel diagnostics – Routes

A list of all routes from all neighbors. It may even consist “loops” for routes which are not currently
used, but once the protocol switches to them, loops are solved and “fixed”. Or in other words, such
routes are are not considered as "candidates".

Prefix Range of destination IP addresses for a particular rule

Nexthop Next-hop address

Metric Current cost to the destination

F * for currently active rule, + for feasible next candidate for active rule

Seqno Update packet sequence number which announced the rule

Expires [s] Time until the rule expires

Fig. 1.13: Babel diagnostics – Entries

Prefix Prefix of routed address range

Router ID Router ID – first 4 Bytes either zeros, or randomized. Second 4 Bytes equal to Router
ID set in the configuration

Metric Current cost to the destination

Seqno Number of various routing rules for particular prefix/subnet
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Routes Time until the rule expires

Sources Number of various routers which export a particular prefix to Babel network

Fig. 1.14: Babel diagnostics – Table babel_ipv4

The table consist of advanced and detailed information of all routes from Babel table.

1.4.2. Tools

Now, check the remote unit’s IP accessibility. Go to the DIAGNOSTICS – Tools – ICMP ping menu.

Fig. 1.15: RipEX_A – Diagnostics – Tools – ICMP Ping

Fill in the Destination IP field with required IP (try all remote LAN IPs). Check if it gets through. If not,
check the Routing diagnostics for available routes.
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You can also check what route is used for particular destination in another panel “Routing”.

Fig. 1.16: RipEX_A – Diagnostics – Tools – Routing

You can debug issues further in Statistics and/or Monitoring menus.
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2. Two repeaters on the RF channel

Fig. 2.1: Example 2 – Two repeaters topology

2.1. Description and Configuration

The 2nd example is very similar to the 1st one, but the difference is that RipEX_A and RipEX_D can
only communicate via repeaters and repeaters do not “see” each other. This is a typical situation in the
field. For the test in an office, we use a frequency pair so that RipEX_A and RipEX_D send data on
frequency 415.5 MHz and receive on 436 MHz, whereas RipEX units B and C have it vice versa.

Otherwise, the setup is completely the same.
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If RipEX_A and RipEX_D are about to communicate only to each other, it might be useful to turn off
“Routing offering”.

Fig. 2.2: Routing offering

That would limit forwarding received routes from units A and D. Thus, RipEX_B and C will not be able
to reach each other and there will be less Babel routes in all devices, you can compare it within this
example. We will enable full routing so “Routing offering” will be “on” in all four units.

Change the frequencies in all units accordingly. Antenna configuration can be set to Single or Dual, it
does not change the behaviour, neither performance while testing with dummy loads on your desk.

RipEX_A, RipEX_D

• TX: 415.500.000 MHz

• RX: 436.000.000 MHz

RipEX_B, RipEX_C

• TX: 436.000.000 MHz

• RX: 415.500.000 MHz
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2.2. Diagnostics and Testing

Check the Routing in Diagnostics menu. All three routes should be accessible via both repeaters
10.10.10.2 and 10.10.10.3 with the same price. One route is selected to be used; another one is a
failure (candidate) option.

Fig. 2.3: Babel Routing state

If you want to prioritize one of the repeaters, you can do it by decreasing the cost in this repeater. E.g.,
decrease it to 10 and check the routing again.

Fig. 2.4: Rx cost decreased in RipEX_C
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Fig. 2.5: Changed routing costs

As you can see, route to 192.168.3.0/24 has a metric “10” now. Also, a route to 192.168.4.0/24 is 124,
it could be 110, but some Hello packets were lost and it is increased for a while. Original values were
100 and 200.

And of course, Nexthop gateway is set to 10.10.10.3 for both routes.
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2.2.1. Tools

Now, start a ping from RipEX_A to RipEX_D. Set a count to 1000.

Fig. 2.6: RipEX_A – Ping to 192.168.4.1 (RipEX_D)

In another browser panel/window, open RipEX_A GUI again and check the Routing diagnostics. You
can keep clicking on the “Refresh” button to see current data.

Turn off RipEX_C (currently used RipEX as a repeater for traffic). You will stop seeing successful pings,
but after some time, you should start seeing correct replies (via RipEX_B). You should also see metrics
being increased in the Routing diagnostics menu.

Note that even working routes can have higher metric due to propagating forwarded routes from “end
devices”. If you had disabled RipEX_A and RipEX_D “routing offering” option, metrics would be more
stable.

The last option is to use a tool called “RSS ping” (since RipEX2 firmware 2.0.5.0). RSS ping is a dia-
gnostic tool for the radio performance measurement (RSS and MSE) of the individual radio hops within
a RipEX2 network. RSS ping sends UDP data on port 8906. You should see changes in used repeater
on the end to end communication path.
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Fig. 2.7: RipEX_C turned off, changes in metrics

Fig. 2.8: RipEX_A – ping

As you can see, it took 5 minutes to Babel to increase the metric high enough so the backup repeater
is used. It is mainly due to low metric “10” of RipEX_C setup. If you change it to 50, it will be quicker
(its metric goes up faster).

Turn on RipEX_C again and check the Routing again. Note you can also check Monitoring menu for
live traffic monitoring.
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One another option where to check how this works are Statistics. You should see some ICMP data
being sent to 10.10.10.3 and some to 10.10.10.2. And there should be more Tx than Rx data for
RipEX_C (10.10.10.3), because it was turned off for a while.

Fig. 2.9: RipEX_A – Statistics (Radio interface statistics)
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3. Radio channel and Ethernet combination

Fig. 3.1: Example 3 – Radio channel and Ethernet combination

3.1. Description

A third example requires you to have an additional one simple switch and two Ethernet cables. Inter-
connect RipEX_A and RipEX_B via switch – plug the cable into their ETH4 ports.

Note

It is also possible to interconnect RipEX2 devices directly with a cable only. External switch is
not mandatory.

Radio/RF channel cost stay the same for all units, set to 100. The Ethernet path is on 100 Mbps link
and Babel setup will utilize a low cost equal to 10 for this link and a faster Babel routes propagation,
because the RF channel capacity is not an issue on Ethernet.

This example can show you how to utilize Babel if you have RipEX2 units connected to some fast
“backbone” and would like to use RipEX2 link only as a backup; or to route particular radio segment
via particular part of the backbone.

Note

As depicted, example 3 utilizes dual frequency solution from example 2.
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3.2. RipEX_A Configuration

Start with ETH4 configuration. Go to the SETTINGS – Interfaces – Ethernet menu. Select ETH4 panel
and detach it from a current bridge. Create a new interface called “backbone” and assign
192.168.100.1/24 IP address to it.

Fig. 3.2: RipEX_A – ETH4 configuration
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The last menu is SETTINGS – Routing – Babel. Within the “Network” tab, add a new interface.

Fig. 3.3: RipEX_A – Babel setup (ETH)

Non-default parameters:

Interface if_backbone

Type Wired (Ethernet is used, not the RF channel)

Rx cost 10

Advertised next hop 192.168.100.1 (our ETH4 IP address)

Save the current configuration.
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3.3. RipEX_B Configuration

A very similar setup is to be done in RipEX_B as well. Set the ETH4 IP address in a new “backbone”
bridge to 192.168.100.2/24.

Note

You can optimize IP usage with /30 mask for “backbone” interface for our example.

Fig. 3.4: RipEX_B – ETH4 setup
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Create a new Babel Network interface.

Fig. 3.5: RipEX_B – Babel setup (ETH)

Save the changes.

Important

Do not forget to increase the Cost in RipEX_C (192.168.3.1) back to 100 for the radio interface.

The configuration should be complete, there is no need to change other settings neither in RipEX_C,
nor RipEX_D.
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3.4. Diagnostics and Testing

Babel Routing in RipEX_A state can be similar to:

Fig. 3.6: RipEX_A – Babel routing

Our radio can “see” neighbor on two interfaces, with cost of 10 and 100 and it has three neighbors in
total (two neighbors are of RipEX_B).

To each remote subnet, we have three routes. The best one to 192.168.2.0/24 is, of course, via ETH
with metric equal to just 10. We can get to 192.168.3.0/24 via one radio hop – metric is 100. And the
last 192.168.4.0/24 subnet is accessible with metric equal to 110 (one hop ETH and one radio).

The last table shows four entries in Babel table – the first one is our RipEX_A and then, three neighboring
units with particular Metric/cost.
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3.4.1. Tools and Monitoring

As a test, you can (this time) run an ICMP ping test from your laptop connected via ETH1, ETH2 or
ETH3 to RipEX_A. Ping a remote 192.168.4.1 RipEX2 ETH IP address. Do not forget to set a default
route to 192.168.1.1 or set a static route to 192.168.4.0/24 via 192.168.1.1 on your laptop.

Your laptop should have any other IP address within 192.168.1.0/24 subnet, except .0 (network, .1
RipEX2 and .255 broadcast).

A command and its output from Windows CMD line can be similar to:

C:\Windows\system32>ping 192.168.4.1 -t
Pinging 192.168.4.1 with 32 bytes of data:
Reply from 192.168.4.1: bytes=32 time=61ms TTL=62
Reply from 192.168.4.1: bytes=32 time=48ms TTL=62
Reply from 192.168.4.1: bytes=32 time=42ms TTL=62
Reply from 192.168.4.1: bytes=32 time=48ms TTL=62

Verify that data are really sent via Ethernet. Run the Monitoring on ETH4 interface. Enable it, capture
both Tx and Rx and limit the output to ICMP data only (All = “Off”, ICMP = “On”). Length can be 0 Bytes,
because it is not important for us now. You should see similar ICMP output:

Fig. 3.7: RipEX_A – ETH monitoring
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At the same time, enable monitoring on the Radio interface as well. Limit the output to ICMP data only
(All = “Off”, ICMP = “On”). There should not be any data now. Unplug the ETH cable from RipEX_A or
RipEX_B (the one attached to the switch) and check if data start going through the Radio interface.

Fig. 3.8: RipEX_A – Radio monitoring

Possible Babel routing while an Ethernet cable is disconnected:

Fig. 3.9: RipEX_A – Babel routing with Ethernet being disconnected

If not completely gone, metric for GRE/ETH routes is quickly 65535 and thus, one of the Radio paths
is used.
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In the ETH4 Statistics, you should see a lot of IPv6 (Babel) traffic.

Fig. 3.10: RipEX_A – Babel data on ETH4 interface
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4. Radio channel and Cellular (LTE) combination

Fig. 4.1: Example 4 – Radio channel and Cellular LTE combination

4.1. Description

Example 4 depicts a situation with two RipEX2 units equipped with LTEmodule. Both units are connected
to the private APN and GRE tunnel is built between them to enable mutual communication over the
cellular network.

Note

Check M!DGE2 application notes and manual for more details about cellular networks and
APN explanations.

This cellular path will be set with Rx cost equal to 50 to be better than RF channel, but worse than
Ethernet connection. It can resemble Wired networks, but we will use Wireless. Choose whatever fits
you more in your particular installation.

The example uses the Example 2 configuration as a startup point.
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4.2. RipEX_B Configuration

Important

Keep in mind we set up RACOM private APN. Your APN setup and IPs will be different! Make
appropriate changes so that your configuration reflects your APN details.

Enable the cellular interface.

Fig. 4.2: RipEX_B – Cellular interface

You can keep everything in defaults, but set it as required by you and the cellular operator.
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Configure your APN details in SIM1 panel.

Fig. 4.3: RipEX_B – SIM1 setup

Create a GRE tunnel interface.

Fig. 4.4: RipEX_B – GRE tunnel over cellular network

The Peer IP address is the IP of the RipEX_D cellular interface. Tunnel address/mask is a new setup
for GRE tunnel addresses.
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The last step is configuring Babel Network interface again. Add a new interface.

Fig. 4.5: RipEX_B – Babel interface (GRE over LTE)

Note the cellular interface is called “aux”, but we need to define a GRE interface. Its name is “gre_tun0”.
Change the Type to “Wireless” and set the Rx cost to 50. The Hello interval parameter is increased
from 4 to 10. It is still faster than over RF channel (30 seconds), but not so fast as via Ethernet (4
seconds). Optimize this number to suit your needs and possible data usage of your SIM cards.

The Advertised next hop is its local GRE IP address.

Do not forget to set a new static route over cellular/aux network. A new route should either be a default
one, or like with our example, we route there APN’s subnet 10.203.0.0/17. Go to the SETTINGS –
Routing – Static menu and add a new rule.

Fig. 4.6: RipEX_B – Static routing via cellular (aux) interface

Note that you can make this cellular/LTE routing rule permanent causing that if LTE is down, the rule
is still active and traffic for LTE segment is not handled by another Routing rule (unreachable messages).
Once LTE comes up again, the routing rule works as expected again.

To do so, check “Routing_Persistent” parameter in this routing rule. Save the changes.
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4.3. RipEX_D Configuration

Common settings are the same. In your APN, you might have a different SIM1 setup compared to
RipEX_B (each SIM can have different Authentication credentials).

Once the cellular interface is ready, create a new GRE tunnel setup again.

Fig. 4.7: RipEX_D – GRE tunnel setup

Peer address is the cellular IP of RipEX_B; 172.16.2.1/31 is a new local GRE IP address.

Add a new Babel Network interface.

Fig. 4.8: RipEX_D – Babel interface (GRE over LTE)
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Add a new static route via a cellular interface.

Fig. 4.9: RipEX_D – Static routing via cellular (aux) interface

You can make the rule persistent again.

Save the changes.
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4.4. Diagnostics and Testing

Check the Cellular/LTE status in SETTINGS – Interfaces – Cellular menu.

Fig. 4.10: RipEX_B – Cellular interface status

The status provides with a lot of information about current cellular connection.
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Now, go to the Diagnostics and Tools menu. Try the mutual ping between 10.203.0.28 and 10.203.0.29.
Also run a ping between 172.16.2.0 and 172.16.2.1 IP addresses.

Fig. 4.11: RipEX_B – Pings over cellular/LTE

If these pings are not working correctly, check your APN setup and GRE tunnel configuration.
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Go to the Diagnostics – Routing menu and check the Babel statistics.

Fig. 4.12: RipEX_B – Babel Routing

There are already 3 routes to each destination in RipEX_B radio. Two are using RF channel and one
the GRE tunnel. Cost/Metric via LTE is set to “50” so you can see a route to 192.168.4.0/24 via “gre_tun0”
with a Metric equal to 50.

You can test the scenario by unplugging the cellular antennas or turning off RipEX_B completely. Keep
the ICMP ping running from your laptop to 192.168.4.1 IP address again.

Check Statistics and Monitoring menus. It is NOT possible to monitor cellular interface in RipEX2
firmware 2.0.5.0 and older. Also note that Monitoring via Remote access is only available since RipEX2
firmware 2.0.5.0.
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Fig. 4.13: RipEX_A – neighbors (cellular antenna removed from RipEX_B)

You can also check if the cellular interface is “up” or “down” in the SETTINGS – Interfaces – Cellular
menu.

Fig. 4.14: RipEX_B – Cellular/LTE connection down
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5. Basic Babel and OSPF combination

Fig. 5.1: Example 5 – Babel and OSPF diagram

5.1. Description

This example shows a network combining Babel and OSPF. OSPF is configured in RipEX_A and
RipEX_D units, whereas Babel is configured in RipEX_A, B and C. These two protocols are neighboring
in one Autonomous System Border Router “ASBR” (RipEX_A) which divides the whole network into
two parts. Bandwidth optimized Babel on the Radio segment and standardized, widely-used and fast
OSPF on the Ethernet segment.

These two parts are interconnected together utilizing default gateways. E.g., Radio network is completely
routed by Babel and all other routes are routed to ETH4 interface of RipEX_A via a default gateway
rule (0.0.0.0/0). In other words, there is no other export of routing rules.

Without dynamic protocols, all routes would need to be filled manually and statically.

Startup configurations are taken from Example 1. See the required changes below. It is required to
change RipEX_A and RipEX_D settings only.
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5.2. RipEX_A Configuration

Add a 2nd IP/Mask to the “bridge” Ethernet interface. A new 192.168.100.1/24 IP address will be used
for Ethernet connection to RipEX_D and OSPF. You could also detach a particular ETH port and assign
this IP to this designated port.

Fig. 5.2: RipEX_A – Ethernet bridge

Add a new “default route” to current Babel Static rules. This default route will be used between OSPF
and Babel network segments.

Fig. 5.3: RipEX_A – Babel Static rules (def. gateway)
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Go to the OSPF Routing menu and enable OSPF dynamic protocol. The Router ID is shared among
all dynamic protocols.

Fig. 5.4: RipEX_A – OSPF activation

Create a new OSPF Area ID 0.0.0.0 (so called “backbone area” which has to be used in OSPF and all
other areas must be directly connected to it).

Fig. 5.5: RipEX_A – New OSPF backbone Area

Add a new interface under this backbone Area. Change the following parameters:

Interface if_bridge

Network IP/Mask 192.168.100.0/24

Network type Broadcast
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Multiple OSPF routers on a link on which all participants can hear each other.
The link allows both broadcast and multicast for OSPF mechanism. All parti-
cipants vote for one Designated Router (DR) and one Backup Designated
Router (BDR) which are responsible for resending routing updates among
other routers (to limit protocol overhead data).

Hello interval 2

Ethernet is a fast link so the interval can be low (i.e., fast OSPF processes).

Other parameters stay in default values.

Fig. 5.6: RipEX_A – New OSPF interface
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Go to the Static rules tab and add two rules.

• 192.168.1.0/24

○ Metric type 2

○ Metric 1000

• 0.0.0.0/0

○ Metric type 2

○ Metric 1000

It is not important if the metric type is “1” or “2” in this example, but it is used to distinguish rules which
came to OSPF from Babel (and cannot be exported back to Babel).

Fig. 5.7: RipEX_A – OSPF static rules
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Go to the last required tab and add an Import filter with the following settings. Only the “Local preferred
source address” is to be filled – with local ETH IP 192.168.1.1 so that packets generated in this RipEX2
unit use 192.168.1.1 as their Source IP.

Fig. 5.8: RipEX_A – OSPF Import filter

There is no change required in RipEX_B and RipEX_C units.
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5.3. RipEX_D Configuration

Add a 2nd IP/Mask to the “bridge” Ethernet interface. A new 192.168.100.2/24 IP address will be used
for Ethernet connection to RipEX_A and OSPF. You could also detach a particular ETH port and assign
this IP to this designated port.

Fig. 5.9: RipEX_D – Ethernet configuration
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Disable the Radio protocol so there is no Radio/RF communication, only Ethernet connection to
RipEX_A.

Fig. 5.10: RipEX_D – Radio communication disabled

Disable Babel protocol.

Fig. 5.11: RipEX_D – Babel protocol disabled
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Enable OSPF with the same Router ID 4.4.4.4.

Fig. 5.12: RipEX_D – OSPF protocol enabled

Add one OSPF interface within a new backbone Area ID 0.0.0.0.

Interface if_bridge

Network IP/Mask 192.168.100.0/24

Network type Broadcast

Hello interval 2

Fig. 5.13: RipEX_D – New OSPF Area and Interface
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Details:

Fig. 5.14: RipEX_D – OSPF interface details
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Add one Static rule so that local 192.168.4.0/24 is propagated through OSPF protocol. Set the same
Metric type (2) and Metric (1000) as in RipEX_A.

Fig. 5.15: RipEX_D – OSPF Static rules

Finally, add one Import filter with Local preferred source address equal to 192.168.4.1.

Fig. 5.16: RipEX_D – OSPF Import filter
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5.4. Diagnostics and Testing

You can attach your laptops to RipEX2 units and do some PING tests. You can also configure some
SCADA protocol traffic simulation.

The “issue” with testing this scenario on the desk is that each radio can hear each other (except
RipEX_D). Thus, it is not possible to force Babel and Radio channel to send traffic via a repeater by
default and only if this fails, sending data directly. The traffic always uses a direct connection. Only if
you had some attenuators or you use it in the field, there should be situations in which traffic goes via
two radio hops.

Also, the OSPF and Babel are neighboring in one ASBR router (RipEX_A) – so if you turn off RipEX_A,
then RipEX_D loses its connection to the radio segment (and vice versa). There is no other way.

So, check the correct routing is set and used in all routers and also check the ping works among all
units. Typical outputs you should see are:

Fig. 5.17: RipEX_A – System routing
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RipEX_A should have /24 routes to all LANs behind every other RipEX2 in this example.

Fig. 5.18: RipEX_A – Babel routing

In the Babel output, you should see two neighbors and a direct metric to each with a cost of 100.
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Fig. 5.19: RipEX_A – OSPF output

There should be one 4.4.4.4 neighbor with state either Full/DR or Full/BDR.
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Fig. 5.20: RipEX_B – Babel routing

RipEX_B should have routes to its Radio neighbors (192.168.1.0/24 and 192.168.3.0/24) with Metric
equal to 100 and one default gateway rule back to RipEX_A (also with a Metric equal to 100). The
same is for RipEX_C.
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Fig. 5.21: RipEX_D – System routing

RipEX_D should have a /24 link to 192.168.1.0 subnet via its if_bridge interface and gateway
192.168.100.1 (RipEX_A) and a default gateway (also 192.168.100.1) for the whole radio segment.
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All the routes are obtained via OSPF. There is no Babel configured.

Fig. 5.22: RipEX_D – OSPF routing
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6. Advanced Babel and OSPF combination

Fig. 6.1: Example 6 Babel and OSPF diagram 2

6.1. Description

6th example extends the 5th one to show even more from OSPF and Babel combination. There are two
ASBR routers between Babel and OSPF network segments. By default, the primary path should go
over RipEX_A and a backup path is over RipEX_C.

We set the static preferences of routes to be propagated so that RipEX_A is a preferred ASBR. Routing
rules are being exchanged between mentioned segments, not just default gateways.

This example continues from the 5th example and only changes are explained below.
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6.2. RipEX_A Configuration

First of all, let’s divide one common bridge interface on all Ethernet ports. This is not mandatory, but
shows a different approach compared to the previous example, i.e., one IP address/subnet on each
individual ETH port.

To do so, go to the SETTINGS – Interfaces – Ethernet menu. Delete the 2nd subnet from the primary
bridge interface.

Fig. 6.2: RipEX_A – ETH1 configuration
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Go to the ETH4 tab. Detach it from the current bridge and add a new interface called “ospf”. Add
IP/subnet equal to 192.168.100.1/24.

Fig. 6.3: RipEX_A – ETH4 configuration

We need to change OSPF setup now. Go to the Routing – OSPF menu and select a Network tab.
Change the Interface name to “if_ospf” to reflect ETH4 change and a new interface name.

Fig. 6.4: RipEX_A – OSPF Network interface
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Change the tab to “Static rules”. We only keep one rule 192.168.1.0/24. Delete the default route rule,
because particular routes will be propagated, not a default gateway.

Fig. 6.5: RipEX_A – OSPF Static rules
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Go to the “Import filter” tab and create two rules. The first one is to import external routes (EXT2) with
preference 150 (lower/worse than Babel which has 210 by default). Set the Local preferred source
address to local ETH1 IP 192.168.1.1.

These are the rules which were imported from Babel to OSPF in a different ASBR. We could also use
OSPF tag filter instead of source filter.

Fig. 6.6: RipEX_A – Import filter, 1st rule

Import all other rules and set a preference to 250 (higher/better than Babel). Make sure the order of
rules is met, the order is important!

Fig. 6.7: RipEX_A – Import filter, 2nd rule
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We also need to set Export filter. OSPF export filter rules define set of routing rules to be exported from
the unit into the OSPF area.

Due to this rule, OSPF export rules from Babel with Metric type 2 (EXT2) and Metric equal to 1000
(RipEX_A is a preferred ASBR/router).

Fig. 6.8: RipEX_A – Export filter

Now, select the Routing – Babel menu. First of all, keep only one Static rule (192.168.1.0/24, metric
0).

Fig. 6.9: RipEX_A – Babel Static rules
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The last step in RipEX_A setup is to create a new Babel Export filter rule.

This rule exports rules from OSPF with EXT1 type and sets a metric to 1000 (preferred ASBR/router,
higher number than any sum of metrics in Babel network/segment).

Note

EXT2 rules mark rules originally from Babel network and they are not exported back. EXT1
rules mark rules from OSPF network which are forwarded to Babel. It is also possible to use
OSPF tag filter – marking rules from Babel which are exported to OSPF with this tag.

Fig. 6.10: RipEX_A – Babel export rule

Save all the changes. RipEX_B does not require any change, continue with RipEX_C. If the remote
access is not possible currently, we recommend using the management USB/ETH access.
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6.3. RipEX_C Configuration

RipEX_C is a 2nd ASBR (router) on the OSPF/Babel border and is used as a backup OSPF router.
Most of the required configuration steps are the same as in RipEX_A, but we make sure to set various
metrics/preferences worse (so RipEX_A is a primary ASBR).

Start with detaching ETH4 port and setting its new name “ospf” and IP/Mask equal to 192.168.200.1/24.
Do not forget to delete this IP from ETH1 settings.

Fig. 6.11: RipEX_C – ETH4 configuration
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Go to the Routing – OSPF menu and activate its functionality. The Router ID is shared among all dy-
namic protocols so keep it 3.3.3.3.

Fig. 6.12: RipEX_C – OSPF activation
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Go to next tab “Network” and create a new backbone area 0.0.0.0 with the following new interface. The
interface must be named per the ETH4 name, so “if_ospf”. Set the correct network on this port
192.168.200.0/24 and decrease the Hello interval to 2 seconds, because Ethernet is a fast interface.
Other parameters can stay in default values (e.g., “broadcast” type, or cost equaling 10).

Fig. 6.13: RipEX_C – New OSPF interface under backbone 0.0.0.0 area

After the changes, the setup should look like this:

Fig. 6.14: RipEX_C – OSPF network
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Configure “Static rules” with the local LAN IP subnet. Set the Metric type to “2” (EXT2) and its metric
to 1000. We do not use “OSPF tag” parameter.

EXT2 is used because unit’s LAN is considered to be part of the Babel network.

Fig. 6.15: RipEX_C – OSPF Static rules

We need to configure two Import filter rules, the same way as in RipEX_A.

The first one for rules matching EXT2 and setting the Preference to 150. Keep the order of the rules.

Fig. 6.16: RipEX_C – 1st OSPF Import filter rule
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A 2nd rule is for other traffic and setting the Preference to 250 (higher/better than Babel).

Fig. 6.17: RipEX_C – 2nd OSPF Import filter rule

And the last OSPF setting is Export filter rule. It is the same as in RipEX_A, but we set the Metric to
be 2000 so this ASBR/Router is considered as a backup one (RipEX_A is a preferred ASBR).

Fig. 6.18: RipEX_C – OSPF external filter rule
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Go to the Routing – Babel menu and select an Export filter tab. Add a new rule which exports rules
from OSPF with EXT1 type and sets a metric to 2000 (backup router, higher than any sum of metrics
in Babel network).

Fig. 6.19: RipEX_C – Babel Export filter rule

Save the changes and configure the last unit – RipEX_D.
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6.4. RipEX_D Configuration

Again, we need to start in Interfaces – Ethernet menu. Configure three network interfaces.

ETH1 + ETH2 bridge - 192.168.4.1/24

ETH3 ospf1 - 192.168.100.2/24

ETH4 ospf2 - 192.168.200.2/24

If not yet done, connect ETH3 port to RipEX_A ETH4; and connect ETH4 to RipEX_C ETH4.

Fig. 6.20: RipEX_D – ETH1 configuration
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Fig. 6.21: RipEX_D – ETH3 “ospf1” interface

Fig. 6.22: RipEX_D – ETH4 “ospf2” interface
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Go to the Routing – OSPFmenu and go to the Network tab. Edit the 1st interface and add a 2nd interface.
See the non-default values.

• if_ospf1

Type broadcast

Network IP/mask 192.168.100.0/24

Hello interval [s] 2

• if_ospf2

Type broadcast

Network IP/mask 192.168.200.0/24

Hello interval [s] 2

Fig. 6.23: RipEX_D – OSPF Network configuration
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Fig. 6.24: RipEX_D – OSPF interface (if_ospf1)

Fig. 6.25: RipEX_D – OSPF interface (if_ospf2)
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Change the tab to “Static rules” and make sure there is just one rule for 192.168.4.0/24, Type 1, Metric
1000.

Fig. 6.26: RipEX_D – OSPF Static rules

There are no special changes in other OSPF tabs. Babel is not configured in RipEX_D. Save the
changes. We recommend rebooting all RipEX2 units after final configuration to speed things up.

6.5. Diagnostics and Testing

Compared to previous example, communication from RipEX_D can use either a link via RipEX_A
(primary ASBR), or via RipEX_C (backup ASBR).

From the other end, RipEX_B can communicate with RipEX_D via RipEX_A (primary), or via RipEX_C
(backup).

So, first of all, check the DIAGNOSTICS – Routing menu in all the units. Afterwards, check if you can
reach every LAN IP addresses from each unit. Eventually, remove Ethernet cable between RipEX_A
and RipEX_D and check if the communication starts via RipEX_C. Connect the cable back and check
if/when it goes back to primary link. Ping can be running from RipEX_B to RipEX_D, or vice versa (for
example).

You can also run ping between RipEX_A and RipEX_C – it uses the Radio link. Try to remove antennas
and check if the ping starts to use an Ethernet link via RipEX_D.
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6.5.1. Checking Routing tables

Check RipEX_D if OSPF is established successfully (State: Full) with both other RipEX2 units, Router
IDs 1.1.1.1 and 3.3.3.3 with correct IP address. Note external metrics for 192.168.1.0/24 and
192.168.2.0/24, i.e., metric 1000 for routes via RipEX_A and metric 2000 for routes via RipEX_C.

Fig. 6.27: RipEX_D – OSPF Routing diagnostics

Check Babel routes in RipEX_B. Especially check a route 192.168.4.0/24. If all is configured and con-
nected physically correctly, primary link should go via RipEX_A with Metric equal to 1100. A candidate
route should be routable via RipEX_C with Metric equal to 2100 (100 = one radio hop, 2000 = exported
EXT2 Babel metric from RipEX_C).

If both units have correct routes, it is highly probable that routes in ASBR routers are also correct.

You can e.g., check that both routers have a route to each other primarily via Radio link and a backup
link via RipEX_D (over Ethernet).

Fig. 6.28: RipEX_C – Dynamic routing diagnostics
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Note that Babel Preference to 192.168.1.0/24 via 10.10.10.1 is 210, whereas OSPF Preference is 150.
Higher the Preference, more preferred route. The OSPF Metric1 is 20 (2× 10 for OSPF) and Metric2
is 1000 (EXT2 – i.e., it does not sum metrics on the path compared to a sum for EXT1 metrics).

6.5.2. Tools – ICMP ping and Routing

Choose from what device you ping what IP addresses. We check pings from RipEX_D to

• 192.168.1.1

• 192.168.2.1

• 192.168.3.1

Go to the DIAGNOSTICS – Tools – Routing. Check what gateway is used for a particular IP. We should
see 192.168.100.1 for 192.168.1.1 and 192.168.2.1. A gateway 192.168.200.2 should be seen for
192.168.3.1.

Fig. 6.29: RipEX_D – Routing check to remote networks
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Select ICMP ping tab and ping the mentioned IP addresses.

Fig. 6.30: RipEX_D – ICMP ping to remote IP addresses
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6.5.3. Testing Ethernet failures

You can also ping from connected PC/laptop to remote IP addresses rather than a ping started in web
interface. As the 1st test, we start a ping to 192.168.2.1 from PC 192.168.4.254 connected locally to
RipEX_D.

Fig. 6.31: RipEX_D – Highlighted dynamic route to 192.168.2.0/24 via RipEX_A

Once the ping is running successfully, disconnect the Ethernet cable between RipEX_D and RipEX_A.
Keep checking current dynamic routing rules continuously and wait for ICMP ping to start working again
(via RipEX_C).

Fig. 6.32: RipEX_D – Highlighted dynamic route to 192.168.2.0/24 via RipEX_C
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Because the OSPF timing is set to be very fast, you should also see a rapid (within several seconds)
change in the mentioned routing.

Connect the Ethernet cable back and see when the communication comes back via primary ASBR
RipEX_A.

6.5.4. Testing Radio failures

Connect locally to RipEX_A, e.g., using 192.168.1.254/24 IP address and static routes to remote net-
works.

Start a ping to 192.168.3.1 (RipEX_C). The ping should be running over the Radio channel and RTT
should be in tens/hundreds of milliseconds (based on selected modulation).

Fig. 6.33: RipEX_A – Ping from laptop to RipEX_C

Remove RipEX_A and RipEX_C antennas to stop Radio traffic communication and keep checking
Dynamic routing in RipEX_A diagnostics.

Fig. 6.34: RipEX_A – Babel metrics go down for the Radio channel

Also keep an eye on running ping. The communication should stop working until a route via Ethernet
(RipEX_D) is used an RTT drops to units of milliseconds. This process is much slower due to Babel
settings on the Radio channel (30 seconds Hello intervals, …) and big difference in metrics (100 for
one Babel hop, whereas 1000 or 2000 metrics for OSPF).
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Fig. 6.35: RipEX_A – Dynamic routing using Ethernet (OSPF) connection to RipEX_C

Ping starts working via Ethernet.

Fig. 6.36: RipEX_A – RTT drops down

OSPF works fine, whereas Babel has no route to the destination.

Fig. 6.37: RipEX_A – Babel route is unreachable

Connect antennas back and see if and when it comes back. This operation should take less time than
going from primary to backup route.

For the whole process, you can also check Monitoring and Statistics pages of RipEX2 Diagnostics.
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7. Hints and Tips

7.1. Signal quality

Babel, neither any other dynamic protocols currently in RipEX2, does not involve RSS/MSE reading
so you cannot say that if RSS drops under e.g., -90 dBm, switch the routing path. On the other hand,
if the link is unstable and unreliable, hello packets will be lost from time to time and Metric will be in-
creased which might eventually end up in using some alternative route.

7.2. Throughput, speed

As already mentioned within examples, consider Hello intervals together with SCADA protocol require-
ments. Using 4 RipEX2 units, these were measured values on the RF channel (just several examples):

• Hello interval: 5 seconds, Multiplier: 2, ~ 1 pps, 792 bps

○ Path switching usually within several tens of seconds, up to 2 minutes

• Hello interval: 15 seconds, Multiplier: 4, ~ 0.3 pps, 224 bps

• Hello interval: 20 seconds, Multiplier: 3, ~ 0.2 pps, 168 bps

○ Path switching usually 1-3 minutes

• Hello interval: 30 seconds, Multiplier: 4, ~ 0.1 pps, 102 bps

○ Path switching between approx. 30 seconds and 5 minutes

7.3. Static path setup

It might be beneficial to statically define those packets should primarily go over repeater “A” and only
if this link fails, use repeater “B”, or even direct link. Babel (and OSPF/BGP) work in background and
logic is based on metrics and particular algorithms. It is not possible to manually define it this way as
with RipEX Backup paths. Only the received cost can be set to higher or lower values, but per unit/in-
terface, not per neighboring IP. E.g., one repeater can have Rx cost set to 100, whereas second one
200. This can prioritize the first one.

It is also possible that while topology changes, the metric can change up and down for multiple paths.
It can switch to turned off path again, because even other metrics are being increased. Eventually, the
path over turned off repeater gets a metric of 65535 and then disappears completely.

7.4. Advanced configurations

For any other advanced setup, contact our technical support support@racom.eu1.

1 mailto:support@racom.eu
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